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The BEST currency designs?

Here are my choices
By John Gavel

IF YOU HAVE TRAVELED TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES YOU MAY APPRECIATE THAT "BEST"
can mean the most recognizable as the currency of a certain country. Trying to buy an ice cream cone in
Finland with Swedish money is a non-starter based on my personal experience. Then too, you run the risk of
getting taken by mixing up the exchange rate in Puffins with that of Wampum. Considering that even the

numerals may be in other than English, you want something to be in your favor.
This is just as true if you are at a currency show and going through a shoebox full of foreign notes. "Best"

naturally would mean some eye catching vignette or portrait that would jump off the paper and say that this is
Reuthanian currency. Unfortunately, this seems to be the exception rather than the rule based on my currency col-
lection, standard catalogs and some real world experience. I would however, offer the following as best candidates
in terms of recognition:

Can you identify what countries' currency these cut outs were taken from? If you can, then surely that
country's designs are among the best. If you can't or misidentify one, well, in every race someone has to finish last.
I tried to stick with faces rather than backs of bills, but may not have been totally successful...not from lack of desire
but it is not always clear -- to me -- what is face and what is back on some foreign notes.

I gave only cut outs to level the playing field. After all, if the name of the country is given in English at the
top of the note you might be unduly influenced by it! Before giving the answers, allow me to mention that I real-
ized that some portraits do not help identify a note. Queen Elizabeth II appears on many notes of the British
Commonwealth of Nations. Other persons are also popular such as Christopher Columbus and Simon Bolivar.
While others are little known outside of their own country and their portrait is of little assistance.
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To illustrate this, can you name the head of government shown on the following notes?

How about the following on the next page?
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The first is the late King Faisal of Saudi Arabia. You saw his picture more during the fuels crisis of the
1970s. His successor, the late King Khaled, apparently did not appear on any notes. The next King Faud does,
looking a lot like King Faisal in dress and appearance. Next is the late ruler of Iran, Ruhollah ibn Mustafa Musawi
Khomeini Hindi (meaning the Indian). Ibn means "son of and Musawi would be his tribe. The name Khomeini
was taken from the town where he was born. Two titles have been used for him, "Ayatollah," which is the title of a
religious leader, but not the highest in Shi'i Islam. This was Khomeini's title at the time of the Iranian revolution,
but he soon took the title "Imam," which is definitely the highest position in Shi'i Islam. We continued to know
him as the Ayatollah however. He overthrew the Shah, Mohammed Reza Palavi who had succeeded his father the
founder of the dynasty. Amongst other things the Shah had been accused of failing to enforce the laws of the Koran
which prohibits the use of graven images. The last is, of course, the former president of Iraq, Saddam Hussein.

Now, to reveal the whole notes from which the excerpts at the top of the article where taken and name the
country if the note does not do so itself in English on the side shown please turn page:
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Commercial Bank of China
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Republic of Greece
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United States of Mexico
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